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ABSTRACT 13 

 14 

Recent progress in thermochemical reactor concepts, among them batch, particle and counter-rotating 15 

configurations, shows different approaches to heat recuperation and gas separation. An idealized physical 16 

analysis in search of best-efficiency potentials is required, that covers multiple degrees of freedom in 17 

configuration space from batch to quasi-continuous concepts.  18 

A modular and generic solar thermochemical reactor model is thus presented that describes two-step redox 19 

reactions of solid pieces of reactant moving in counter flow between reduction and oxidation chambers to 20 

produce CO and H2 from CO2 and H2O. The reactive material absorbs concentrated solar radiation in the 21 

reduction chamber and is then passed on to oxidation through a series of intermediate chambers, in which 22 

radiation energy is exchanged with colder oxidized elements travelling in the opposite direction. In this 23 

way, solid heat recovery is implemented which is essential to achieve high efficiencies. The reduction and 24 

oxidation reactions are modeled at constant temperatures and pressures in the reaction chambers and the 25 

heat exchanger efficiency is derived based on energy conservation involving radiation energy transfer 26 

between the elements and energy losses to the environment. The model can be adapted to a wide range of 27 

reactor concepts and is validated through a comparison of results with models presented in the recent 28 

literature. 29 

The model is demonstrated in an upper-bound performance analysis with an example of a ceria system. 30 

With a length of the heat exchanger and a residence time of the elements therein chosen near their optimum 31 

combination, a heat exchanger efficiency of about 80% is reached. The energy balance of the system shows 32 

that the enthalpy of heating ceria and its reduction require the largest energy input. Using the minimum 33 

thermodynamic energy for the vacuum pump and gas separation, the physical potential of cycle efficiency 34 

at the modeled temperatures at a reduction oxygen partial pressure of 10-3 atm is 22% and may be 35 

increased to 33% at a partial pressure of 10-5 atm. With assumptions on practical energy requirements the 36 

efficiency is reduced to 16% at 10-3 atm. In order to quantify the dependence of the heat exchanger 37 
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efficiency on internal heat transfer characteristics, heat propagation by radiation and conduction through 38 

the reactive material and insulation is modeled in the exemplary case of a porous medium. 39 

This model provides the basis for future analyses of reactor concepts including parameter studies of the 40 

number of heat exchanger chambers, the residence time and reaction temperatures.   41 

 42 

Keywords: 43 

- Solar fuel 44 

- Redox cycle 45 

- Heat recovery 46 

- Model 47 

 48 

NOMENCLATURE 49 

���,��� External area of heat exchanger chamber facing the environment [m²] 

���,���,����	 Total external area of heat exchanger facing environment [m²] 

���,
�� Internal area of heat exchanger chamber half facing other half of 
chamber [m²] 

���,
��,����	 Total internal area of heat exchanger [m²] 

�� Concentration of CO [-] 

��,��� Heat capacity of ceria at constant pressure [J mol-1 K-1] 

��,�� Heat capacity of CO2 at constant pressure [J mol-1 K-1] 

��,�� Heat capacity of O2 at constant pressure [J mol-1 K-1] 

��� Molar flow rate of CO2 into oxidation chamber as a multiple of �red [-] 

���� Oxygen molar free energy [J mol-1] 
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��� Partial molar enthalpy of oxygen [J mol-1] 

Δ���� Reduction enthalpy of ceria [J mol-1] 

Δ���� Reduction enthalpy [J mol-1] 

� Thermodynamic equilibrium constant [-] 

���� Thermodynamic equilibrium constant for CO2 splitting reaction [-] 

�������� Length of heat exchanger chamber [m] 

  Mass of ceria element [kg] 

!"��� Molar flow rate of ceria [mol s-1] 

!"� Molar flow rate of CO [mol s-1] 

!"�� Molar flow rate of CO2 [mol s-1] 

!"��,# Molar flow rate of carbon dioxide entering the oxidation chamber [mol 
s-1] 

!"�� Molar flow rate of oxygen [mol s-1] 

!" ����	 Total gas flow rate in oxidation chamber [mol s-1] 

$% Ambient pressure relative to standard state [-] 

$̅�� Carbon monoxide partial pressure relative to standard state [-] 

$̅��� Carbon dioxide partial pressure relative to standard state [-] 

$̅�� Oxygen partial pressure relative to standard state [-] 

'�(� Auxiliary power needed to operate reactor [W] 

')(�),*��((� Power required for operation of vacuum pump [W] 
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'+�),�/�� Power required for gas separation of CO/CO2-mixture [W] 

-"����,��� Solar power needed to heat ceria [W] 

-"����,�� Solar power needed to heat CO2 [W] 

-"����	������/� Net rate of energy transferred between ceria element in upper chamber 
half and lower chamber half [W] 

-" 	�++,���* Power lost by convection from heat exchanger chamber half [W] 

-" 	�++,��� Power lost by radiation from heat exchanger chamber half [W] 

-")���(��+ Power recovered from gaseous products [W] 

-"���,��� Solar power needed to reduce ceria [W]  

-"����� Rate of radiation heat losses from the reduction chamber [W] 

-"+�	�� Solar power input to reactor [W] 

ℛ Ideal gas constant [J mol-1 K-1] 

�1� Partial molar entropy of oxygen [J mol-1 K-1] 

2 Time [s] 

∆2 Residence time in heat exchanger chamber [s] 

4 Temperature [K] 

4% Ambient temperature [K] 

45 Reduction temperature [K] 

46,	 Temperature of lower half of k-th heat exchanger chamber [K] 

46,( Temperature of upper half of k-th heat exchanger chamber [K] 
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47 Oxidation temperature [K] 

4)(�) Temperature of vacuum pump [K] 

48�		 Temperature of heat exchanger wall facing surroundings [K] 

 50 

 51 

GREEK LETTERS  52 

9 Convective heat transfer coefficient at heat exchanger wall  

� Oxygen nonstoichiometry of ceria 

��� Oxygen nonstoichiometry of oxidized ceria 

���� Oxygen nonstoichiometry of reduced ceria 

:8�		 Emissivity of heat exchanger wall facing the environment  

:( Emissivity of ceria element in upper chamber half 

:	 Emissivity of ceria element in lower chamber half 

; Efficiency (concentrated solar to chemical energy stored in CO) 

;��+ Absorption efficiency of reactor 

;/�+��� Recuperation efficiency of gases leaving the reduction and oxidation 
chambers 

;�� Heat exchanger efficiency 

< Stefan-Boltzmann constant [W m-2 K-4] 

 53 

  54 
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1. INTRODUCTION 55 

 56 

The transportation sector today relies almost exclusively on liquid fuels derived from 57 

refinement of fossil crude oil (International Energy Agengy, 2014). Besides historic 58 

reasons, this is due to their superior energy density, handling and storage properties 59 

compared to other fuels. Among the different means of transport, especially aviation and 60 

heavy-duty road and sea traffic rely heavily on these fossil fuels because of their inherent 61 

high restrictions with respect to the energy and power density of the fuel. For these 62 

applications, a change towards electrification is not as easy to implement as for light-duty 63 

road transport where first electro-mobility solutions have started to appear on the market 64 

already. Additionally, rising concerns about climate change, partly due to emissions from 65 

the transportation sector, drive the search for alternatives for vehicle propulsion. As the 66 

demand for personal travel is very likely to increase (U.S. Energy Information 67 

Administration, 2014), the production of a sustainable energy-dense fuel is the key 68 

enabler for greenhouse gas reductions in the transportation sector of the future. Especially 69 

the conversion of solar energy, the most abundant renewable energy source on earth, to 70 

liquid fuels appears to be an attractive path (Kim et al., 2012; Roeb et al., 2011; Romero 71 

and Steinfeld, 2012; Stechel and Miller, 2013).   72 

Compared to other approaches of producing solar fuels, based on photochemistry 73 

or electrochemistry, processes based on thermochemistry promise thermodynamic 74 

advantages (Steinfeld and Epstein, 2001). Using concentrated solar energy, chemical 75 

reactions are driven to split carbon dioxide and water into syngas, a mixture of hydrogen 76 
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and carbon monoxide, which is further processed in a Fischer-Tropsch process into liquid 77 

hydrocarbon fuels. For the implementation of thermochemical cycles, different solar 78 

reactor concepts exist that use redox cycles of metal oxides, e.g. ceria, to produce syngas 79 

or its constituents. Depending on the chemistry of the process, i.e. whether the reactions 80 

are taking place in a stoichiometric or non-stoichiometric way, different requirements 81 

have to be met. In the former case, a phase change of the metal oxide takes place that 82 

necessitates high-temperature separation of the products to avoid their recombination 83 

(Loutzenhiser et al., 2010). Although many stoichiometric processes show a high 84 

theoretical efficiency potential, some of them have shown to suffer from technical 85 

drawbacks that have prevented further development so far.  86 

In the past couple of years, the development of solar reactors has included non-87 

stoichiometric redox reactions of ceria that do not fully reduce the metal oxide but rather 88 

stop at an earlier stage to retain the reactive material in a solid phase(Bader et al., 2013; 89 

Chueh and Haile, 2009; Chueh et al., 2010; Furler et al., 2012a; Hao et al., 2013). This 90 

does not allow achieving the same level of reduction and therefore yield per mass of 91 

oxide per cycle. However, contrary to the Zn/ZnO-cycle, for example, products are not 92 

prone to recombine which allows a simpler reactor and process design, as now only a 93 

single vessel is minimally required. First experiments show promising results with 94 

respect to technical viability and achieved cycle efficiency (Chueh et al., 2010; Furler et 95 

al., 2014, 2012a).  96 

Among the reactor concepts working with non-stoichiometric redox reactions of 97 

metal oxides, three different approaches may be distinguished. Firstly, a continuously 98 
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rotating and heat recuperating concept was presented by Diver et al. (Diver et al., 2008) 99 

where rings of reactive material are heated and reduced on one side and oxidized on the 100 

other. Through the counter-rotation of adjacent rings, heat recuperation is achieved. 101 

Secondly, in 2009, a batch reactor concept was developed at ETH Zurich that uses ceria 102 

for syngas production (Chueh et al., 2010). Inert gases are used for the reduction of the 103 

oxygen partial pressure which also limits the efficiency potential, as shown by Ermanoski 104 

et al. in (Ermanoski et al., 2013). Thirdly, a particle reactor concept has been presented 105 

that uses a continuous feeding process, counter-flow heat exchange and gas separation 106 

through packed beds of particles (Ermanoski et al., 2013). Besides these three concepts, 107 

recently, an isothermal reactor concept has been proposed that tries to alleviate the 108 

necessity for solid heat recuperation through a pressure swing process operating at 109 

constant temperature throughout reduction and oxidation (Bader et al., 2013; Hao et al., 110 

2013). However, the operation at a constant high temperature makes very high gas 111 

recuperation efficiencies necessary to achieve high overall cycle efficiency. In fact, Bader 112 

et al. (Bader et al., 2013) conclude that the introduction of an additional temperature 113 

swing will increase the cycle efficiency over the isothermal concept. The development of 114 

solid heat recuperation concepts as modeled in this paper is therefore seen to be crucial 115 

for highly efficient reactors.       116 

From the different concepts and their analyses shown above, prerequisites for a 117 

highly efficient reactor concept can be deduced, i.e. heat recuperation and gas separation, 118 

besides others, as also shown and analyzed in previous studies on reactor concepts (Bader 119 
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et al., 2013; Ermanoski et al., 2013; Felinks et al., 2014; Lapp and Lipinski, 2014; Lapp 120 

et al., 2013, 2012).  121 

As analyses so far have either focused on a specific reactor concept or on basic 122 

considerations without conceptual implementation, it is worth investigating a reactor 123 

model that is able to explore upper-bound performance limits and specific concepts in a 124 

wide design space, in order to gain further insight into crucial aspects for achieving high 125 

efficiencies. With respect to a related analysis that focuses on a particle reactor concept 126 

(Ermanoski et al., 2013) which is used for the validation of the presented model, further 127 

generalization and development is sought through the use of a realistic pump efficiency 128 

and modeling of the oxidation reaction and the heat exchange. The presented model in 129 

this analysis is therefore a generic approach to parametrically describe the most important 130 

aspects of solar reactors and enables to investigate very different concepts from the 131 

batch-operated processes to quasi-continuous counter-flow arrangements. In the 132 

following, the model is presented and demonstrated with an exemplary system. This will 133 

be the basis to gain more insight into favorable reactor design in the future through a 134 

variation of the parameters, e.g. the number of heat exchanger chambers or residence 135 

time.   136 

  137 
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2. PHYSICAL REACTOR CONCEPT AND NUMERICAL MODEL 138 

DESCRIPTION 139 

 140 

A physical generic reactor concept for a two-step thermochemical process is described 141 

consisting of a reduction chamber, intermediate chambers for heat exchange and an 142 

oxidation chamber (Fig. 1). With initial species concentrations and constant temperatures 143 

in the reaction chambers, equilibrium thermodynamics and species conservation are used 144 

to calculate the nonstoichiometry and the amount of fuel produced. The evolving 145 

temperatures in the heat exchanger are calculated with a lumped parameter model that 146 

applies conservation of energy between the thermal energy stored in the ceria elements, 147 

internal radiative heat exchange and energy lost to the surroundings by radiation and 148 

convection.   149 

 150 

The reactor concept consists of (n-2) heat exchanger chambers in order to allow the 151 

description of technically feasible heat exchanger concepts working with experimentally 152 

proven sizes of elements of reactive material. For example, the batch-reactor concept 153 

(Chueh et al., 2010; Furler et al., 2014, 2012a) could be improved through the 154 

introduction of a small number of heat exchanger chambers operating between a 155 

reduction and oxidation chamber. In the analysis of the example system below, ceria 156 

elements of 1 kg are used as is roughly the case in (Furler et al., 2014).   157 

Without loss of generality of the approach, we consider nonstoichiometric ceria as the 158 

reactive material. Application to other materials is straightforward if the respective 159 
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material properties are known. Solid pieces of ceria are reduced at an elevated 160 

temperature TH and a reduced oxygen partial pressure pO₂. The level of oxygen 161 

nonstoichiometry is increased from δox after oxidation to δred after reduction, see Eq. 1. 162 

 163 

 1���� − ��� CeOCDEFG → 1���� − ��� CeOCDEHIJ + 12OC  
(1) 

 1���� − ��� CeOCDEHIJ + HCO →
1���� − ��� CeOCDEFG + HC  

(2) 

 1���� − ��� CeOCDEHIJ + COC → 1���� − ��� CeOCDEFG + CO 
 

 

 HCO →
NCOC + HC  

(3) 

 COC → NCOC + CO  
 

 164 

 When the reduction reaction is completed, the ceria pieces are passed on to the 165 

oxidation chamber through the heat exchanger, where heat is exchanged through 166 

radiation with oxidized pieces travelling in the lower half of chambers in the opposite 167 

direction. In each heat exchanger chamber, the pieces have a residence time ∆t before 168 

they pass on to the next one. Convection within each chamber half is assumed to be small 169 

and is therefore neglected. Heat between the ceria pieces is solely exchanged through 170 

radiation. The upper half of the chambers is assumed to be separated from the lower one 171 

through a barrier in order to ensure separation of gases, preventing recombination and 172 

thus enabling high efficiencies in the reactor. The separating wall is assumed not to 173 

hinder heat exchange between the reduced and oxidized ceria pieces, which should be 174 
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fulfilled for the separating wall having high thermal conductivity and emissivity, and 175 

being in direct contact with either piece in steady state operation.  176 

In the oxidation chamber, the reduced ceria is contacted with carbon dioxide to 177 

reoxidize the material (see Eqs. 2). Carbon dioxide is split into oxygen and carbon 178 

monoxide, where the oxygen enters the ceria lattice and carbon monoxide is captured. 179 

Oxidation can also be achieved with water steam to produce hydrogen or with a mixture 180 

of both oxidants to produce syngas directly (Furler et al., 2012b). In the following, CO2 181 

shall be used as an oxidant without loss of generality. In theory, the stoichiometric 182 

amount of oxidant could be supplied to the reactor to produce pure carbon monoxide. 183 

For reasons of thermodynamic driving force and kinetics, however, an excess amount of 184 

oxidant is supplied, resulting in a mixture of CO and CO2 at the exit of the oxidation 185 

chamber. As the Fischer-Tropsch (FT) reactor works best with only small amounts of CO2 186 

contamination in the syngas and in order to recycle excess oxidant, separation of the 187 

CO/CO2 gas is performed.  188 

For the reduction of oxygen partial pressure, a pump is assumed to evacuate the 189 

reduction chamber to a defined value of pO₂. Additionally, the second-to-last chamber 190 

(labeled “n-1” in Fig. 1) is assumed to be evacuated in order to prevent oxidation of the 191 

ceria pieces before the oxidation chamber. Were this additional evacuation not 192 

implemented, a pressure profile with a linear progression would be obtained, leading to 193 

partial oxidation of the reduced ceria pieces in the intermediate heat exchanger 194 
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chambers. The consequently required distributed collection of gases would complicate 195 

the reactor concept and is therefore rather undesirable.  196 

    197 

The oxygen nonstoichiometry of the reduction reaction has been experimentally 198 

analyzed by Panlener et al. (Garnier et al., 1975) as a function of oxygen partial pressure 199 

and temperature. A function fitted to the experimental data is used to calculate �
 in the 200 

reduction chamber (Ermanoski et al., 2013). The oxidation reaction is the sum of the 201 

reverse reduction reaction (Eq. 1) and carbon dioxide splitting (Eq. 3). The former can be 202 

described by 203 

 204 

 Δ���O4P, ���Q = ℛ4P ln � = ℛ4P ln $̅��, (4) 

 205 

where Δ���O4P, �UQ is the oxygen molar free energy, 4P the oxidation temperature, � the 206 

thermodynamic equilibrium constant of the overall reaction and $̅�� the oxygen partial 207 

pressure relative to the standard state of 1 atm. The oxygen partial pressure can be 208 

derived from  209 

 ��� = 
$̅�$̅��V�$̅�� . (5) 

The equilibrium partial pressure of CO2 is calculated from a mass balance of the closed 210 

system 211 
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 $̅�� = !"��,# − O���� − ���Q!"���!" ����	 = X������� − O���� − ���QY !"���!" ����	 . (6) 

 212 

!"��,# is the molar flow rate of CO2 entering the oxidation chamber, O���� − ���Q!"��� is 213 

the molar flow rate of CO produced (and CO2 consumed) and !" ����	 the total molar flow 214 

rate of gases. The partial pressure of CO is 215 

 $̅� = 
O���� − ���Q!"���!" ����	 . (7) 

 216 

Solving Eq. (5) for the partial oxygen pressure gives 217 

 $̅�� = Z���$̅��$̅� [C. (8) 

 218 

Putting Eq. (8) into Eq. (4), inserting Eqs. (6-7) and rewriting the partial molar free 219 

energy of lattice oxygen as a sum of enthalpy and entropy gives 220 

 Δ��O4P, ���Q − 4PΔ1�O4P, ���Q = ℛ4P ln Z���$̅��$� [  (9) 

 
 = ℛ4P ln \]^_�X`^_�EHIJDOEHIJDEFGQYOEHIJDEFGQ a , (10) 

 221 

where Δ��,	Δ1� and ��� are known functions of temperature and nonstoichiometry. 222 
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By specifying the rate of CO2-supply ��� and ���� (through a fitted function to 223 

experimental values), the above equation can then be solved for ���. 224 

 225 

Energy balance 226 

Energy that is required to move ceria is neglected, as in (Ermanoski et al., 2013) it has 227 

been shown to be a negligible amount for the case of ceria particles. Energy available 228 

from the exothermic oxidation reaction is assumed to stabilize the ceria temperature in 229 

the oxidation chamber where there is no solar energy input and otherwise to be lost. 230 

The overall energy balance of the system is  231 

 -"+�	�� + '�(� − -"����,��� − -"���,��� − -"����,��    

 +-")���(��+ − -"����� − ')(�),*��((� − '+�),�/�� = 0   (11) 

 232 

The solar power input to the reactor is  233 

-"+�	�� = 
1;��+ c-"����,��� + -"���,��� + -"����,�� − -")���(��+d, (12) 

where ;��+ is the absorption efficiency of the solar reduction chamber and is 234 

calculated with the assumption of a well-insulated blackbody cavity, leading to 235 

reradiation losses of -"����� = O1 − ;��+Q-"+�	�� . 236 

-"����,��� is the rate of heat required to increase the temperature of the oxidized ceria 237 

piece from the temperature at the exit of the heat exchanger to the reduction temperature, 238 
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 -"����,��� = O1 − ;��Q!"��� e ��,���O4Q
fg
fh

d4. (13) 

The required power input to heat ceria is reduced by the amount of heat recovered from 239 

the solid phase in the heat exchanger with an efficiency of ;�� which is defined as 240 

 241 

 ;�� = 
j �),���O4Qd4f�,kfhj �),���O4Qd4fgfh

, (14) 

where 4C,	 is the temperature of the ceria piece at the end of the heat exchanger before 242 

entering the reduction chamber.  243 

 244 

-"���,��� is the rate of energy required to reduce the material from ��� to ����  245 

 -"���,��� = !"���∆���� = !"��� e ∆����O�Q
EHIJ
EFG

d�. (15) 

∆���� is only weakly dependent on temperature and pressure and is thus taken to be a 246 

function of the nonstoichiometry only. Values for the reduction enthalpy as a function of 247 

oxygen nonstoichiometry are taken from Panlener et al. (Garnier et al., 1975).  248 

-"����,�� is the power to heat CO2 from ambient conditions to the oxidation 249 

temperature 250 

 -"����,�� = !"�� e ��,��
fl
fm

O4Qd4. (16) 
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The properties of CO2 and all other gases have been calculated with tables from 251 

Engineering Toolbox, 2014.   252 

-")���(��+ is the power that can be recovered from the gases leaving the reduction and 253 

oxidation zones (O2, CO, CO2) with an efficiency of ;/�+���.  254 

 255 

 -"n���(��+ = ;/�+��� 		o!"� e ��,�
fl
fm

O4Qd4 + !"�� e ��,��
fl
fm

O4Qd4 (17) 

 

  +!"�� e ��,��
fl
fm

O4Qd4p.  

 256 

A distinction is made in the calculation of the pumping power between the idealized case 257 

of isothermal pumping and a more practically relevant case based on data from a pump 258 

manufacturer. In both cases, the released oxygen in the reduction chamber and the 259 

oxidant lost through the opening of the oxidation chamber has to be removed.  260 

The isothermal pumping power for the idealized case is  261 

 262 

')(�),*��((� = !"��ℛ4)(�) lnc$̅��DNd (18) 

 263 

The molar flow rate of oxygen !"�� is calculated from stoichiometry of the overall 264 

reaction as half of the flow rate of evolving carbon monoxide, the temperature 4)(�) of 265 

the vacuum pump is assumed to be the ambient temperature and $̅�� is the partial 266 
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pressure of oxygen in the reduction chamber. The realistic pumping work is calculated 267 

through fitting a function to actual vacuum pump power consumption data provided by a 268 

manufacturer (Personal communication with Pfeiffer Vacuum and J. Felinks, DLR), 269 

where the derivation is not shown here. Especially towards lower pressures, the required 270 

power for pressure reduction shows a strong deviation from the theoretical limit. Also for 271 

the CO/CO2 separation a theoretical and a practically relevant description of the required 272 

power input is chosen. For the idealized case, the thermodynamic separation work is  273 

 '+�),�/�� = c!"� + !"��dℛ4% Z��ln 1�� + Z1 − 1��[ ln 1O1 − ��Q[. (19) 

 274 

The separation is assumed to be complete, i.e. pure streams of CO and CO2 are produced. 275 

This level of purity may not be required for the syngas conversion but represents the ideal 276 

case of complete oxidant recycling and undisturbed FT reaction and is therefore assumed 277 

here. For the case of the practically relevant separation work, literature data for the 278 

capture of CO2 from a flue gas stream from a fossil power plant have been chosen as a 279 

reference. 132 kJ of heat and 9 kJ of electricity are thus required for the capture of one 280 

mol of CO2  (Zeman, 2007).  281 

The efficiency of the reactor is defined as  282 

 283 

 ; = 
chemical	energy	stored	in	productsolar	power	into	reactor + 	auxiliary	power = !"�HHV�-"+�	�� + '�(�. (20) 

 284 
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This definition assumes the energy input to the reactor to be accounted at the system 285 

boundary of the reactor, i.e. the concentration efficiency and the primary energy 286 

conversion efficiency for auxiliary power can be included depending on the chosen 287 

technologies. Contrary to other publications this gives a wider definition of efficiency as 288 

no additional constraint on the energy conversion process has to be made.   289 

 290 

The temperature of the ceria pieces in the heat exchanger is calculated with an energy 291 

balance of the single chambers (exemplary chamber shown in Fig. 2), where a transient 292 

lumped parameter model with (n-2) control volumes, each subdivided into upper and 293 

lower chamber halves, is used to calculate the steady state. Heat is transferred between 294 

the upper and lower chamber half through radiation and heat is lost to the environment 295 

through convection and radiation, where the outer wall temperature of the heat exchanger 296 

is assumed to have a constant temperature of 373 K and the wall emissivity to be 0.5.  297 

The energy balance of the element in one chamber half of the heat exchanger is  298 

 ���2  =  ��,��� �4�2 = ∓-"����	������/� − -" 	�++,��� − -" 	�++,���*, (21) 

 299 

where the negative sign in front of the net heat exchange rate is for the upper chamber 300 

and the positive sign is for the lower chamber half. 301 

The radiation heat transfer to the adjacent half of the chamber is modeled with 302 

 303 
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 -"����	������/� = 
���,
��<c46,(� − 46,	� d1:( + 1:	 − 1 , (22) 

 304 

i.e. the formula for heat exchange between parallel flat plates with a view factor of 1 due 305 

to the close proximity (Diver et al., 2008; Howell et al., 2011). σ is the Stephan-306 

Boltzmann constant, 46,� and 46,� are the temperatures of the upper and lower half of the 307 

k-th chamber, respectively. The emissivities :( and :	 are both functions of temperature 308 

(Touloukian et al., 1971). The heat propagation into the material is assumed to proceed at 309 

a rate large compared to the rate of radiative heat exchange. This is approximately the 310 

case e.g. for materials with a high thermal conductivity, a low thermal mass, a favorable 311 

geometry or intra-chamber intermixing particles. In a concrete technical realization, the 312 

propagation of heat in the material depends on the geometry, the porosity and density of 313 

the material, besides others, and can, depending on its value, significantly influence the 314 

heat exchanger efficiency, as will be shown in an example below. Firstly, however, to 315 

gain fundamental insight into the upper bound of efficiency and in order not to limit the 316 

model to the analysis of specific system realizations, the assumptions above are chosen. 317 

 318 

From basic geometry, the total length of the heat exchanger is ���,����	 = O! − 2Q ×319 

��������, where �������� = √� for the assumed cubic shape of a single chamber, the 320 

total internal area is ���,
��,����	 = O! − 2Q × �, the total area facing the environment is 321 
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���,���,����	 = 6 × ���,
��,����	. For a single chamber half, the external area ���,��� is thus 322 

three times the internal area ���,
�� = �.  323 

Radiation heat transfer from the reactor wall to the environment is  324 

 325 

 -" 	�++,��� = :8�		���,���<O48�		� − 4%�Q. (23) 

 326 

Heat loss to the environment by convection is  327 

 328 

 -" 	�++,���* = 9���,���∆4 = 9���,���O48�		 − 4%Q, (24) 

 329 

where the convective heat transfer coefficient 9 is taken to be 15 W m-2 K-1 (Hischier et 330 

al., 2009).  331 

Starting from a first guess of the temperature distribution in the heat exchanger, the 332 

parallel calculation of temperature evolution in all heat exchanger chambers is continued 333 

until a steady state is reached, i.e. until the maximum change in temperature of the 334 

control volumes after two consecutive time steps is smaller than 0.01 K.   335 

 336 

 337 

  338 
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3. MODEL VALIDATION 339 

 340 

To give credibility to the proposed model, its results shall be compared with data from 341 

the recent literature. As comparable models have been introduced recently that describe 342 

reactor concepts using also a more generic approach, a validation by comparison with 343 

these data is sought. For this purpose, the presented model is adapted to describe the 344 

respective literature model to allow for a comparison of results. Two models are chosen 345 

for the comparison. The first literature model is the particle reactor concept by Ermanoski 346 

et al. (Ermanoski et al., 2013). The changes made to the generic model comprise an 347 

adjustment of chamber number and residence time to match the recuperation efficiency, 348 

the adaption of a similar formulation of efficiency, the assumption of complete 349 

reoxidation of the material at the prescribed oxidation temperature, and the choice of 350 

identical system parameters such as temperatures, pressures and component efficiencies, 351 

besides others. The mean absolute deviation between the calculated efficiency and the 352 

literature values is 1.5%.  353 

The second literature model is a simpler model by Chueh and Haile (Chueh and Haile, 354 

2010), where a batch reactor concept without heat recuperation is assumed. In the generic 355 

reactor model, the chamber number is set to two to exclude internal heat recuperation, gas 356 

heat recuperation is set to zero, thermodynamics of the oxidation reaction are taken into 357 

account, system parameters are set equally and an identical formulation of efficiency is 358 

chosen. The mean absolute deviation between the calculated efficiency and the literature 359 

values is 1.2%. The comparison with two literature models thus shows a very good 360 
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agreement, validates the chosen approach and demonstrates the wide range of 361 

applicability of the model in the description of very diverse solar reactor concepts.  362 

 363 

  364 
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4. MODEL DEMONSTRATION 365 

 366 

In the following, the applicability of the model shall be demonstrated with an example. 367 

The exemplary system has a ceria mass of 1 kg per piece with an area of 0.01 m² facing 368 

the other chamber half, a concentration ratio of 3000 suns, a vacuum pump to reduce the 369 

oxygen partial pressure to 10-3 atm, an oxidation pressure of 1 atm and a gas heat 370 

recovery efficiency of 95%. Preliminary calculations found that 80 chambers constitute a 371 

system close to the optimum which is why this number of chambers is chosen here. The 372 

total length of the heat exchanger is then 78 × √� = 7.8	m, its internal area is 78 × � =373 

0.78	m² and its external area is 6 × 78 × � = 4.7	m². The other system parameters can 374 

be taken from Table 1. Mass loss of oxidant due to the opening of the oxidation chamber 375 

which is at a higher pressure than the other chambers is accounted for. A value of 376 

��� = 2 has been chosen in order to increase efficiency (Chueh and Haile, 2010).  377 

The temperature distribution in the chambers is as seen in Fig. 3, with the temperature in 378 

the upper chambers (going from the reduction chamber to the oxidation chamber) falling 379 

from 4� = 1800	K to 1078	K and in the lower chambers (opposite direction) rising from 380 

4P = 1000	K to 1599	K. The efficiency ;�� of the heat exchanger thus is 73.7%. In 381 

general, this efficiency is a function of number of chambers, residence time and the entry 382 

temperatures, besides others. Here, we assume one piece at a time in the reduction and 383 

one in the oxidation chamber only. However, the degrees of freedom of the model could 384 

be increased by allowing a larger number of pieces in the reaction chambers, decoupling 385 
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the residence time in the heat exchanger from the residence times in the reaction 386 

chambers.  387 

 388 

The energy balance normalized to the amount of carbon monoxide produced is shown in 389 

Fig. 4. The largest part of the energy input is required to heat ceria in spite of a heat 390 

recuperation efficiency of more than 70% in the heat exchanger. Effective heat 391 

recuperation is especially important in nonstoichiometric cycles because, compared to 392 

stoichiometric cycles, the mass of reactive material to be heated per mol of fuel produced 393 

is large. The next largest items in the energy budget are the reduction enthalpy and 394 

energy lost due to reradiation. Absolute reradiation losses strongly increase with 395 

reduction temperature, however, the increased reduction temperature also leads to higher 396 

amounts of CO produced, decreasing the normalized reradiation losses. Due to these two 397 

adverse effects, the reradiation losses normalized to the amount of fuel produced are 398 

stabilized with respect to increasing reduction temperatures.   399 

For the vacuum pump and the gas separation, the black bars show the ideal 400 

thermodynamic minimum and the grey bars show the realistic values as derived above. 401 

The assumed thermodynamic work only contributes insignificantly to the overall energy 402 

balance while the practically more relevant values increase the relative impact of vacuum 403 

pumping and gas separation considerably. The common assumption in literature of the 404 

thermodynamic minimum work is therefore likely to underestimate actual values and thus 405 

their influence on the energy balance (see e.g. (Ermanoski et al., 2013)). Heating of the 406 

oxidant carbon dioxide does not influence the energy balance significantly. Heat 407 
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recuperated from the gases leaving the reactor reduces the required concentrated solar 408 

radiation input as the energy can be used to preheat incoming gases. However, due to the 409 

relatively small oxygen nonstoichiometry and as the oxidant flow rate is chosen 410 

proportional to the evolving oxygen, energy stored in the sensible heat of the gases 411 

presents only a minor contribution, even though the recovery rate has been chosen high 412 

with 95% efficiency (as in (Bader et al., 2013; Ermanoski et al., 2013)).  413 

When reduction is performed at higher temperatures, the oxidation temperature should be 414 

increased as well. The reason for this is that two adverse effects occur: when the 415 

temperature swing is increased, a higher energy penalty due to oxide heating follows. On 416 

the other hand, a lower oxidation temperature favors reoxidation of the material and thus 417 

enhances productivity of the cycle. For the given system, a raise in reduction temperature 418 

thus leads to a higher oxidation temperature to maximize overall efficiency.  419 

 420 

In Fig. 5, efficiency is shown as a function of reduction temperature 4� for oxygen partial 421 

pressures between 10-5 atm and 1 atm during reduction, where the ideal case assuming 422 

minimum thermodynamic work for vacuum generation and gas separation is shown with 423 

the dashed lines and the case based on more realistic efficiencies is shown with the solid 424 

lines. The pressure in the oxidation chamber is 1 atm and the oxidation temperature has 425 

been optimized on basis of the ideal case, as discussed above. All other parameter values 426 

can be taken from Table 1. Depending on the pressure in the reduction chamber, 427 

deviations are visible between the ideal and the realistic efficiencies: with decreasing 428 

pressure the actually required pumping work differs to a large degree from the theoretical 429 
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value, becoming limiting for the lowest pressure shown. This is due to a rapid decline of 430 

the pump efficiency with decreasing pressure for the realistic case as opposed to the 431 

logarithmic progression of the thermodynamic minimum for the ideal case, resulting in 432 

large deviations in the reactor efficiency. In fact, the highest efficiency for the ideal case 433 

is reached for the lowest pressure as also shown in literature (Ermanoski et al., 2013), 434 

however, the realistic case reaches its highest efficiency at a pressure of about 1-10 mbar. 435 

Below this value the required energy input for the pressure reduction becomes excessive. 436 

Towards higher reduction temperatures, the deviation between the ideal and realistic 437 

cases increases due to the larger oxygen flow rate that has to be removed and the 438 

associated pumping work. This result shows clearly that much could be gained from the 439 

development of more efficient pumps. As vacuum pumping is a mature technology, it 440 

remains to be determined where the technical limit of efficiency is.  441 

As expected, efficiency is enhanced with rising reduction temperatures. This is due to the 442 

exponential increase in oxygen nonstoichiometry with temperature at constant oxygen 443 

partial pressure, as can be seen in (Garnier et al., 1975), which outweighs growing losses 444 

with temperature, such as reradiation losses or heating of the oxide and gases.  445 

The largest efficiencies for the ideal case are reached at the highest reduction temperature 446 

and the lowest oxygen partial pressure: at 4� = 2000	� and $̅�� = 10D�	, ; = 0.39, 447 

while the largest efficiency in the realistic case is  ; = 0.24 at 4� = 2000	�. From a 448 

practical point of view, however, such high temperatures may not be achievable due to 449 

maximum temperature constraints in reactor engineering and material use with respect to 450 
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mechanical stability of the porous structure and sublimation, for example (Furler et al., 451 

2012a). The effective limit of efficiency is therefore lower than the mathematical limit.   452 

    453 

For a given number of chambers and residence time and otherwise constant parameters, 454 

the reduction and oxidation temperatures define the heat exchanger efficiency. The 455 

reason for this is that heat exchange is achieved through radiation between the hot and 456 

cold ceria pieces which is a function of the delta of the fourth power of their 457 

temperatures. Also, the heat capacity of ceria is temperature dependent. In Fig. 6, the heat 458 

exchanger efficiency ;�� as defined in Eq. 14 is shown as a function of reduction and 459 

oxidation temperatures. The other parameters may be taken from Table 1. In the analyzed 460 

temperature regime, higher oxidation temperatures increase heat exchanger efficiency. 461 

This is partly due to the temperature dependent emissivity of the material having higher 462 

values at elevated temperatures which enhances heat transfer (Felinks et al., 2014; 463 

Touloukian et al., 1971). Also with increasing reduction temperatures, the heat exchanger 464 

works more efficiently: at 4� = 2000	�, a value exceeding ;�� = 0.80  can be reached. 465 

This is due to the fact that at higher temperatures, the emitted radiative power from a 466 

ceria piece increases proportional to the fourth power of temperature, enhancing overall 467 

heat transfer. If the oxidation temperature is fixed, the heat exchanger efficiency can be 468 

increased simply by raising the reduction temperature. This is due to the bidirectional 469 

heat exchange between hot and cold pieces: there is no penalty in increasing the reduction 470 

temperature as the heat transfer from the hot to the cold piece will be enhanced due to 471 

increased radiative power from the former to the latter. High heat exchanger efficiencies 472 
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substantially reduce the required energy input from solar energy and thus increase overall 473 

efficiency.      474 

Thermodynamics of the fuel production cycle are critically dependent on the 475 

temperatures and oxygen partial pressures prevalent during oxidation and reduction. In 476 

order to increase the productivity of the cycle per unit mass of ceria, it may be required to 477 

reduce the temperature below the optimal value of the heat exchange process. The 478 

penalty that follows for the recuperation may be outweighed by the benefit of increased 479 

fuel productivity. The optimization of cycle efficiency is thus a trade-off between 480 

multiple mechanisms, which is also the reason why overall efficiency is maximized at 481 

different oxidation and reduction temperatures than which were calculated for maximum 482 

heat recuperation efficiency.  483 

In Fig. 7, overall cycle efficiency is calculated as a function of 4P and 4� for both the 484 

idealized and realistic assumptions for vacuum pump power and gas separation. 485 

Obviously, a higher reduction temperature increases efficiency, where penalties from 486 

increased energy requirements from the larger temperature swing and reradiation are 487 

compensated by enhanced fuel productivity. The influence of the higher energy 488 

requirements for gas separation and vacuum generation for the realistic case are clearly 489 

visible: a higher reduction temperature of about 30 K is required to reach an efficiency of 490 

10% while towards higher efficiencies, this required temperature increase over the ideal 491 

case becomes larger. Within the analyzed temperature regime, efficiencies of 30% and 492 

above can only be reached with the idealized assumptions.    493 

 494 
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In order to analyze the influence of heat transfer within the reacting medium in the heat 495 

exchanger and to give an example of the applicability of the generic model with respect 496 

to a practically relevant case, the model is modified in the following way. The reactive 497 

medium is assumed to have a thickness of 0.05 m at a porosity of 0.8, a mean pore 498 

diameter of 2.5×10-3 m (Furler et al., 2014; Suter et al., 2014), and a mass of 0.77 kg. 499 

Alumina insulation thickness is 0.05 m and the thickness of the reactor wall made from 500 

Inconel 600 is 3×10-3 m. In the porous ceria and alumina insulation, heat is transferred by 501 

radiation and conduction, where the former is modeled with the Rosseland Diffusion 502 

Approximation as for example in Mey et al., 2013; Petrov, 1997; Wang et al., 2013; 503 

Zhang et al., 2007 and the latter is modeled with a modified form of the three resistor 504 

model (Suter et al., 2014). Material properties are taken from (Riess et al., 1986; Special 505 

Metals, 2015; Touloukian et al., 1975, 1971; Zircar Zirconia, 2015). The finite difference 506 

method is used for the discretization of the porous domains of ceria and insulation which 507 

are subdivided into a number of layers with constant properties. Five layers both in the 508 

ceria and the insulation domain are chosen after a grid convergence study showed 509 

convergence of the results with increasing number of layers and the results deviate by 510 

less than 0.2% from the calculation with the four-fold number of layers at a ten times 511 

smaller time step. A one-dimensional transient heat transfer model is thus formulated that 512 

solves the system of coupled nonlinear equations with the explicit Euler method.  A 513 

comparison of the generic model with the more complex model for a heat exchanger with 514 

10 chambers, a residence time of 10 s per chamber, and a mass of 0.77 kg per ceria piece 515 

gives heat exchanger efficiencies of 0.422 and 0.295, respectively. This indicates that 516 
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heat propagation through the porous media may have a significant influence on overall 517 

heat transfer and hence heat exchanger efficiency and has to be evaluated in each specific 518 

reactor realization.    519 

 520 

CONCLUSIONS 521 

 522 

In the recent literature, analyses of the fundamental efficiency potential and of specific 523 

reactor designs for solar thermochemical syngas production have appeared. Information 524 

about the ultimate efficiency limit of all concepts and about the expected performance of 525 

detailed reactor designs can therefore be found. With the generic approach presented 526 

here, a new path is proposed to the discussion that analyzes the wide design space of 527 

solar reactors and that can give information about practically relevant concepts. The 528 

model is presented for two-step redox reactions of solid reactive elements moving in a 529 

counter-flow arrangement between reduction and oxidation chambers for the production 530 

of solar syngas. Through this arrangement, solid heat recuperation is implemented by 531 

radiation heat exchange between reduced and oxidized elements. The reduction and 532 

oxidation reactions are modeled under the assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium and 533 

species conservation to calculate the achieved nonstoichiometry and the amount of fuel 534 

produced. The internal solid heat exchange process is calculated with a lumped parameter 535 

model using energy conservation involving radiation heat exchange between reduced and 536 

oxidized elements and losses to the surroundings.   537 

As a model demonstration, an exemplary system is analyzed with 80 chambers and a 538 
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residence time of 10 s at a reduction temperature of 1800 K and an oxidation temperature 539 

of 1000 K, using a vacuum pump to decrease oxygen partial pressure. While an upper-540 

limit heat exchanger efficiency of about 80% is reached under the assumption of 541 

idealized heat propagation inside of the material, the corresponding energy balance shows 542 

the heat input for the temperature increase of the reactive material to be the largest item 543 

nevertheless. For the vacuum pump and the gas separation, an idealized case with the 544 

thermodynamic minimum of the energy requirements, and a practically relevant case with 545 

efficiencies based on actual devices and literature data are used. Depending on the 546 

oxygen partial pressure in the reduction chamber, the realistic assumptions can lead to a 547 

considerably higher energy demand than in the idealized case. At the chosen conditions, 548 

the efficiency of the exemplary system with an oxygen partial pressure of 10-3 atm is 22% 549 

for the idealized case and 16% for the realistic case. In this formulation, the energy 550 

conversion process to mechanical or electrical energy is not defined in order to give a 551 

wider definition of efficiency. This should be taken into account when comparing the 552 

results with other publications.   553 

In order to analyze the influence of heat propagation in the porous reactive material and 554 

insulation, radiation and conduction are modeled with the Rosseland diffusion 555 

approximation and the three resistor model and heat exchanger efficiency is found to be 556 

strongly dependent on internal heat transfer characteristics for the chosen physical 557 

parameters, where the material was not yet optimized with respect to this effect.   558 

In future work, the presented reactor model serves as a tool for both the identification of 559 

promising efficiency potentials in the wide multi-dimensional design space of 560 
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thermochemical reactor concepts as well as for performance analyses of specific 561 

realizations with the necessary adaptations to each concept.    562 
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Figure Captions List 676 

 677 

Fig. 1 Schematic of generic reactor model including n chambers, one each for 

reduction (i=1) and oxidation (i=n), and n-2 physical heat exchange 

chambers (i=2…n-1), each containing the mass m of reactive material.   

Fig. 2 Schematic of upper and lower heat exchanger control volumes in the  

k-th chamber between two chamber openings, i.e. for 2���; � + ∆2�. Heat 

is transferred by radiation from the upper chamber at Tk,u to the lower 

chamber at  Tk,l and energy is lost to the surroundings by radiation and 

convection. 

Fig. 3 Temperature profile for generic reactor model with n=80 chambers and a 

residence time ∆t of 10 s.  

Fig. 4 Energy balance of generic vacuum reactor with n=80 chambers and a 

residence time ∆t of 10 s. The two values shown for gas separation and 

pump power are based on the minimum thermodynamic work (black bars) 

and realistic efficiencies (grey bars). The oxidation temperature TL is 1000 

K and the reduction temperature TH is 1800 K. Energy from gas heat 

recuperation is negative. 

Fig. 5 Idealized (thermodynamic work for vacuum pump and gas separation 

assumed) and realistic (realistic efficiencies for vacuum pump and gas 

separation assumed) efficiency of generic vacuum reactor with n=80 
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chambers and a residence time ∆t of 10 s as a function of reduction 

temperature TH for different values of reduction oxygen partial pressure 

pO₂ (relative to standard state of 1 atm). The oxidation temperature is 

chosen such as to maximize efficiency. 

Fig. 6 Contour plot of heat exchanger efficiency of generic vacuum reactor with 

n=80 chambers and a residence time ∆t of 10 s as a function of oxidation 

temperature TL and reduction temperature TH.  

Fig. 7 Contour plot of idealized (thermodynamic work for vacuum pump and gas 

separation assumed) and realistic (realistic efficiencies for vacuum pump 

and gas separation assumed) cycle efficiency of generic vacuum reactor 

with n=80 chambers and a residence time ∆t of 10 s as a function of 

oxidation temperature TL and reduction temperature TH for a reduction 

oxygen partial pressure of 10-3. 

 678 

679 
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Table Caption List 680 

 681 

Table 1 Parameter values for exemplary system 

 682 

 683 

684 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of generic reactor model including n chambers, one each for reduction 685 

(i=1) and oxidation (i=n), and n-2 physical heat exchange chambers (i=2…n-1), each 686 

containing the mass m of reactive material.   687 
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Fig. 2 Schematic of upper and lower heat exchanger control volumes in the k-th chamber 706 

between two chamber openings, i.e. for 2���∆2; O� + 1Q∆2�. Heat is transferred by 707 

radiation from the upper chamber at Tk,u to the lower chamber at  Tk,l and energy is lost to 708 

the surroundings by radiation and convection.  709 
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Fig. 3 Temperature profile for generic reactor model with n=80 chambers and a residence 712 

time ∆t of 10 s and other parameters from Table 1.   713 
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Fig. 4 Energy balance of generic vacuum reactor with n=80 chambers and a residence 717 

time ∆t of 10 s. The two values shown for gas separation and pump power are based on 718 

the minimum thermodynamic work (black bars) and realistic efficiencies (grey bars). The 719 

oxidation temperature TL is 1000 K and the reduction temperature TH is 1800 K. Energy 720 

from gas heat recuperation is negative.  721 
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Fig. 5 Idealized (thermodynamic work for vacuum pump and gas separation assumed) 727 

and realistic (realistic efficiencies for vacuum pump and gas separation assumed) 728 

efficiency of generic vacuum reactor with n=80 chambers and a residence time ∆t of 10 s 729 

as a function of reduction temperature TH for different values of reduction oxygen partial 730 

pressure $̅�₂ (relative to standard state of 1 atm). The oxidation temperature is chosen 731 

such as to maximize efficiency.  732 
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Fig. 6 Contour plot of heat exchanger efficiency of generic vacuum reactor with n=80 735 

chambers and a residence time ∆t of 10 s as a function of oxidation temperature TL and 736 

reduction temperature TH.  737 
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Fig. 7 Contour plot of idealized (thermodynamic work for vacuum pump and gas 742 

separation assumed) and realistic (realistic efficiencies for vacuum pump and gas 743 

separation assumed) cycle efficiency of generic vacuum reactor with n=80 chambers and 744 

a residence time ∆t of 10 s as a function of oxidation temperature TL and reduction 745 

temperature TH for a reduction oxygen partial pressure of 10-3. 746 
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Table 1 Parameter values for exemplary system  749 

 750 

Parameter Label Value Unit 

Concentration ratio � 3000 - 

Oxidation temperature  47 1000 K 

Reduction temperature  45 1800 K 

Reduction pressure (relative to 
standard state of 1 atm) 

$̅��� 10-3 - 

CO2-flow (times min=����) in 
oxidation chamber ��� 2.0 - 

Number of chambers ! 80 - 

Residence time in heat exchanger  Δ2 10 s 

Mass of ceria piece   1.0 kg 

Area of ceria piece facing other 
chamber � 0.010 m² 

Efficiency of gas heat recovery ;/�+��� 0.95 - 

Convective heat transfer coefficient  9 15 W m-2 K-1 
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